
   
                                                                                                                              

 
 
  To: 
  Domestic Agencies 
 
   
   
Date: August 9, 2019 
 
Reference: IO/19/CFT/17766/ERA 
 
Subject: Call for Nominations – Manufacturing design and procurement of Access Control System 

(ACS) and Circulation Control Monitoring (CCM) subsystems 
 
 
Dear Colleagues, 
 
The ITER Organization is pleased to invite the Domestic Agencies to nominate companies, 
institutions or other entities that would be capable of providing support for: 
 

“Manufacturing design and procurement of ACS and CCM subsystems” 
 

Please find enclosed a summary of the Technical Specifications with the tentative schedule for the 
tender. 
 
The potential Candidates should have a recognized level of expertise, skills and demonstrated 
experience in the field mentioned above, as well the financial capability.  
 
Please consider that, as detailed in the technical summary, the contract scope will involve 
elaboration, handling and storage of French Classified Information by the Contractor. 
 
Moreover, for your nomination process, in order to take into account the consequences of the so-
called “Brexit”, please consider the following. 
 
The UK is not a party to the ITER Agreement but to EURATOM Treaty. The draft Withdrawal 
Agreement between the EU and the UK provides that the provisions of the EURATOM treaty 
continues to apply to and in the UK for a transition period following its withdrawal from the EU and 
EURATOM. If the Withdrawal Agreement is not ratified (a no-deal Brexit) the EURATOM Treaty 
ceases to apply to and in the UK on the withdrawal date.   
 
Until the Withdrawal Date, the UK remains a full member of the EU and EURATOM and until that 
date UK entities retain the right to participate in IO procurement procedures. In case they are 
selected, a Brexit clause is included in the contract. Likewise during the Transition period UK 
entities may participate in IO procurement procedures. 
 
After the end of the Transition Period, when the Euratom Treaty ceases to apply to and in the UK, 
any UK entities bidding as a prime contractor or consortium partner, will be rejected from the IO 
procurement procedures. UK entities will no longer be recognised as entities of an ITER Member 
and will no longer have the right to participate in IO procurement procedures, unless the UK has 




